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Abstract
The Public Pépinière: Architecture for Planned Relevance
by Jessica Briana Lutz
Some contemporary approaches to architecture suggest that the
focus of architecture should be on the building’s envelope. If we
accept this claim, instead of inhabiting stimulating spaces, our lives
will operate in speculatively proliferated, banally rigid, decorated
boxes. This surrender results in a devastating planned obsolescence
of architecture and the built environment.
Instead, we should aim for planned relevance: Rather than accept
architecture as a predefined afterthought, we should fight for it to
be an active component of problem solving and shaping experiences.
Bolstering architecture as a central tool in defining the operations of
a startup incubator with a public interface, the Public Pépinière uses
architecture as a dynamic and active component of the business model.
The result proposes an incubator typology that re-conceptualizes the
typical office constraints of space and time. The model increases
occupation density while creating a dynamic, active, and stimulating
environment supportive of startups’ peculiarities.
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Planned Obsolescence

Traditionally, architectural design aims to fulfill programmatic

when economic, sociocultural, or technological conditions change.

obligations. The client has a need for a space and the architect

The resulting vessels plague our cities.

resolves how to make its design work through analysis of the
project’s programmatic requirements, context, and potentials.

To proliferate today’s program is to accept planned obsolescence,

Alejandro Zaera-Polo points out however, that the building industry

restricting architecture’s potential contribution to an afterthought.

has mastered making perfectly functional space.

Rather than accept, as Zaera-Polo advocates, that the last remaining
agency for architecture resides in the envelope,3 we should pursue

Though we’ve exhausted this approach, the results leave more

trajectories that advance architecture as an active tool in shaping

to be desired.

solutions and redefining our world. We should design for planned

“‘Functionalism’ is a weak concept, inadequate

for the characterization or analysis of any architecture,”1 because

relevance.

it fails to wholly address the “purposes of architecture”2 beyond
issues of programmatic accommodation, economy, efficiency, and
technology.

It ignores architecture’s influence on experience,

identity, subjectification, and culture. As such, a functional approach
falls short of adequately exploring the complexities and potentials of
architecture’s contribution.
Still, we assume we have to design for today’s needs because we
don’t know tomorrow’s reality. But formulated recipes enable and
encourage speculative sprinkling of structures without consolidation
or consideration of the consequences.

The current economic

climate reveals the greater shortcomings of such an approach:
Spaces designed for determined, ubiquitous programs go unused

Anderson, Stanford. “The Fiction of Function.”
Assemblage # 2. (February 1987): 19.
1

Buchanan, Peter. “The Big Rethink: The Purposes
of Architecture.” The Architectural Review (27
March 2012).
2

Zaera-Polo, Alejandro. “The Politics of the
Envelope: A Political Critique of Materialism.”
Volume # 17 Content Management. (2008): 76-105.
3

2

Compiled Google Maps
images of an abandoned
housing development in
Rio Vista, CA | satilite
images from 2011

What results from
following Zaera-Polo’s
proposed approach
to architecture has
remarkable potential to
replicate the conditions
in Rio Valley, CA.
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Planned Relevance

By freeing architecture from pre-ascribed expectations, it becomes a

and the architecture to evolve together. The proposed alternative

tool with capabilities beyond housing everyday activities. Architecture

“transform[s] our assumptions about the way we live and work”

enables us to reformulate our situation so we can experience life

and uses them to invent a fresh workspace model in response to

anew. We should capitalize on the potentials of using architecture

contemporary challenges.9

as a means for re-conceptualizing our problems and reframing our
questions, so that through participation and performance, we may
shift the focus of architecture from “what [it] means... to what it can
do: how it operates in – and on – the world.”4 When we accept that
architecture (like all commodities) is a “thing that produces other
things,”5 we can “see what it does itself [as] an architecture that is,
paradoxically, both the end of representation and the beginning of
something quite its own.”6
Allen, Stan. “Introduction: Practice vs. Project.”
Stan Allen, Practice: Architecture, Technique, and
Representation (2000): xxv.
4

By putting architecture back into the “operative sphere of use,” we
free it to be animated, used, and appropriated in unforeseen ways.7
This “opens up a space between the place provided and the life
lived“8 – between original intentions and the unexpected reality that
results.

Aureli, Pier Vittorio. “Architecture and Content:
Who’s afraid of the form-object?” Log 3 (Fall 2004):
35.
5

Hays, K. Michael. “Critical Architecture: Between
Culture and Form.” Perspecta 21 (1984): 17.
6

7

Aureli, 36.

incubator as an institution through a re-conceptualization of

8

Anderson, 29.

the historical and contemporary employments of office space,

9

The Public Pépinière uses architecture to reformat the startup

allowing the business model, the programmatic requirements,

Schuman, Tony. “Form and Counterform: Architecture in a Non-Heroic Age.” JAE 35.1 (Autumn
1981): 4.

4

Still from The Little
Mermaid | Walt Disney
World, Inc. |1989
When Ariel uses a fork to brush her hair, she demonstrates an alternative use
for an object whose application is otherwise restricted by social construct. Her
naiveté and unfamiliarity with the fork liberates her to propose other uses and
imbue other meanings onto the object. Her appropriation, in turn, contributes
to her understanding of herself and how she is perceived by others. Thus, the
object becomes tied to her identity, giving new significance to it and to her (use
of it). Stimulating architecture has the potential to do the same.
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A Case for Public Pépinières

Workspace has a long history of contributing architectural models
that respond to changes in workplace culture. The Public Pépinière
contributes the incubator institution as a contemporary solution to
the evolution of the office.
In contrast to the office building, startup incubators lack welldefined programmatic needs, as they are intended to accommodate
disparate, unidentifiable, ephemeral activities, rather than address
the requirements of a particular industry. Always in flux, such
ambiguity facilitates the fore-fronting of architectural conditions over
program. Spaces made of specifically generative conditions, qualities,
and juxtapositions accommodate a plethora of unknown events. By
giving preference to developing contrasts and qualities of space over
satisfying programmatic requirements, the architecture suggests
what may be done. The users define the building’s applications and
meanings through their acts of appropriation.
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Additionally, the incubator as a public project is a
pertinent typology to explore now, as we’re living in
a time of great imbalance:
1. We have no money, but / because we’ve acquired
surplus education.
2. Our jobs do not require our diplomas.
3. We have few opportunities for employment,
but surplus generic spaces of employment. Our
built world sits empty because we can’t afford
(to use) it.
4. We can’t afford the space, because we’ve
invested in our education.
We remain in a cycle of excessive space and excessive
workforce that do not fit together well.
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Background
The Startup
Steve Blank, a serial entrepreneur and professor at Stanford University
defines a startup as “a temporary organization designed to search
for a repeatable and scalable business model.”10 The success of such
a model is dependant on the product or service’s reception by the
public. The startup’s endeavors can include those of traditional
businesses, nonprofits, artists, musicians, and others.
Normally, concerns for intellectual property hermetically seal
corporations, locking out outsiders in favor of protecting proprietary
information and staving off competition. Thus, innovative and creative
endeavors are typically pursued in temporal and spatial isolation. The
public only connects with a product when it’s already on the market,
separated from its originators. This distance between makers and
users prevents them from effectively collaborating. Often, this lack of
contact leaves companies guessing about what’s wanted and clients
dissatisfied with what’s given.

Blank, Steve. “What’s A Startup? First
Principles.” Steve Blank. Steve Blank 25 January
2010. Web. Spring 2012. <http://steveblank.
com/2010/01/25/whats-a-startup-first-principles/>.
10
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1

The typical startup cycle is internalized with little
input from those not involved in the project until
the product is on the market, waiting for success or
failure.

4a

2

3

1. The innovator comes up with an idea for a
project, product, solution, or service.
2. The idea is worked on, developed, prototyped,
and reviewed internally.
3. The result is packaged and made available to
customers and clients.
4. The innovator reflects on the product and its
reception by the public. Brainstorming resumes
to refine the product for the next iteration.
Too much of this process occurs only internally at
a startup. Though some marketing research may
be done, it’s typically completed by someone other
than the originator of the idea. This leaves the gap
between the innovator and the user. Surveys are
commonly used rather than a (potentially more
effective) back-and-forth, open-ended conversation
with potential clients.

9

Entrepreneurship Online
This communication gap is being filled by online companies that
put makers and users in contact at a much earlier stage in the
development process. For example, Kickstarter (an online public
micro-funding platform for private projects) is offering a new method
for entrepreneurship. Proving that people want to engage the creative
economy and innovators are willing to share projects still in process,
their model presents opportunities for ensuring successful launches.
The virtual platform generates an audience for innovators’ still-inprocess works through their exhibition online. Individuals provide
feedback and funds to projects of interest – essentially buying a sense
of ownership in and loyalty to these early-stage projects. Makers are
able to gauge interest and adjust pitches for new products before
making significant investments, limiting failed introductions to the
market.
The shift embodied in the virtual approach to startups calls for a
new architectural institution that accommodates and facilitates
this model. We need a physical place to operate, iterate, and test
projects with the public.

10

Most of these online-platforms use a progress tracking
system, shown above, that documents potential
customer’s responses to the product or company
pitch presented online. They also provide contact
information and FAQs. They allow the innovators to
adjust their posts and information as needed. This
helps accommodate any surprises that come along
(like getting so many early buyers it’s too much for
a small company to handle in the time promised).
In exchange for their support, backers get rewards
that can range from “thanks” to lavish parties, but
typically include one of the proposed products.
Opposite page:
Left: Kickstarter sticker | Kickstarter Inc. | 2013
Right: Indiegogo logo | Indiegogo, Inc. | 2013
This page:
Top: Funding tracker graphic | Kickstarter Inc. | 2013
Bottom: Crowdtilit graphic | Crowdtilit, Inc. | 2013
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The Garage
Iconically, the Lean Startup movement’s manifesto of low-cost
and rapid iteration11 points to the garage as the preferable space
of invention. The garage is compelling because when its primary
occupant – the car – is out, its space is up for grabs by the occupant
of the house – the innovator. Open the garage door – the mediator
– and the space welcomes the public. Scaling and transforming the
diagram of the garage to accommodate an institution, fluctuations in
rights to the space of the incubator indulge oscillations in populations
and access.
Spaces of innovation don’t have to be hermetically sealed nor
completely open. They can be also both and neither.

Ries, Eric. The Lean Startup: How Today’s
Entrepreneurs Use Continuous Innovation to Create
Radically Successful Businesses. New York: Crown
Publishing Group, 2011.
11
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garage in closed condition

garage in open condition

By manipulating the position of the garage door,
the innovator is able to control access to his space,
belongings, and ideas. The door may be closed if
he is “out of the office” or if he would like to work
alone. Alternatively, when seeking feedback and
input, he can open the door, essentially peeling away
a wall and extending the space onto the semi-public
driveway, easily accessed by the public street. This
simple action effectively changes the boundaries,
relationships, and social codes associated with the
spaces provided.
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The Project
By consolidating places of product innovation and public introduction
into one building, the public gains access to the creative innovation
process and the entrepreneurs and artists get vital feedback to
iterate cogently. The implementation of a mediating device sorts
out any necessary boundaries.
The nonprofit Pépinière can partner with other incubators and
complimentary institutions to serve as their public interface, while
maintaining its own rotation of paying or sponsored entrepreneurs,
creators, researchers, and fellows.
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With a mediator, the fellows are able to control
the degree of access others have to their process.
When they feel confident after completing a stage
of the development process, they easily can invite
reviews and critiques from the public on their
progress. The feedback from this intermittent access
provides information about the likelihood of the
project’s success or failure. Thus, after completing a
prototype, (step 2), the innovator can solicit reviews
from the public (step 3). Based on their comments,
he can confidently choose to ship the product asis, or go through another round of iterations before
committing and producing his idea or design on a
larger scale.
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The Location

New Orleans, a city rich in social, artistic, and entrepreneurial
ambition, has been selected as the home for the nonprofit. Sited
riverfront on Decatur Street, the neighborhood overflows with a
vivacious transient community, anxious to engage the Pépinière.
A creative, leisurely city like New Orleans would benefit from the
introduction of a real-world institution that engages customer and
product development simultaneously – the locals are constantly
creating and the tourists are looking for entertainent. Merging the
constituents through an institution, they support each other.

The main public performance space in the French
Quarter is on Decatur Street, across from Jackson
Square. While Jackson Square is continuously
wrapped by artists and artisans, the audience of
the performance space overflows into Decatur’s
oncoming traffic. Less established performers dot
other street corners. The competition is dense. So
is the audience.
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New Orleans is brimming with Entrepreneurial ambition, but its
three incubator hubs lack the public interface so vital to the success
of their clientele. As such, the Public Pépinière will act in partnership
with the other incubators, providing a public interface for their clients’
projects as well.

1. The site for the Public Pépinière, in the heart of the French
Quarter is currently a parking lot.
2. The IP Building is home to Launch Pad (a collaborative
workspace), The Idea Village (an advising program for
startups), and many other small, young businesses.
3. Propeller is New Orleans’ newest incubator, focused on
social and creative endeavors.
4. Trumpet’s Icehouse is a co-working space with access to basic
office facilities.
5. Jackson Square and the public performance space across
Decatur Street from it, overflow with artists, artisans,
musicians, and tourists.

3
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An Abridged History of the Office

Since their haphazard invention, office buildings have been evolving
to accommodate shifts in work culture. Though many prototypical
models exhibit similar features, the appropriations of the buildings’
spaces align with the paradigms and philosophies embedded in their
designs.
Architectures of Corporate Structure
Most office buildings have been preoccupied with issues of secrecy,
hierarchy versus equality, and efficiency versus humanity. These
values are inherent in the buildings’ plans, but play out to varying
degrees of success and satisfaction. Regardless, the architecture
embodies and reflects the corporations’ structures and cultural
values.
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Early

Bank of England | London, UK | John Soane |
1818-23
The Bank of England is an early rendition of an office
building. It’s a series of halls, rooms, and courtyards,
each accessed through another. Though there is
much concern for security, there is little for hierarchy.
It is added onto and removed from as necessary
over time.

Speculative

Wainwright Building | St. Louis, MO | Louis Sullivan |
1890-91
One of the first skyscrapers, the Wainwright
Building uses the steel frame and elevator to grow
the building vertically, allowing the owners to make
more money from the site in what is (in the 1890s)
a densifying city. As such, it is built as a speculative
project, intended to be usable by anyone. It’s a
pancake of double loaded private offices along a
U-shaped corridor.

Taylorist

Johnson-Wax Administration Building | Racine,
WI | Frank Lloyd Wight | 1937-39
The Taylorist office model is concerned with
hierarchy. Service spaces are pushed aside, allowing
for clerks’ desks to occupy the center of the main
room. Space is internalized and hermetic, with
managers and higher level employees on upper
levels so that the repetitive tasks of clerks can be
easily supervised. Its design isolates the corporation,
dislocating it from the city and establishing it as a
separate social entity.
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Corporate Symbol

Burolandschaft

Humanist

Chase-Manhattan Bank | New York City, NY |
Skidmore Owings and Merrill | 1961
Increased accessibility to air conditioning and
fluorescent lighting allow for deeper hermetic
buildings. Glass towers with deeper plans and central
cores, like the Chase-Manhattan Bank, become the
symbol of the successful corporation. Managers and
executives get offices while lower-level employees
are placed in large open spaces for easy hierarchal
supervision.

Osram Offices | Munich, Germany | Walter Henn
| 1963
Quickborner Consultants invent the “office in
landscape” plan. Strategic partitions and large
plants divide a large, otherwise undivided space
for differentiation and privacy. They recognize
different types of work and human relations benefit
from different layouts and develop a supporting
“organization theory.”
Non-hierarchal and
egalitarian, all the employees occupy a large space
communally. Support services are pushed off to
the side, reinforcing the prominence of flexibility
and communication in the office.

Centraal Beheer | Apeldoorn, Holland | Herman
Hertzberger | 1970-73
Emphasizing humanity over efficiency, the Centraal
Beheer offices develop out of a matrix that creates
small groups, divided by light wells in a deep plan.
Employees are encouraged to personalize their
areas. It creates a feeling of small communities in
a big organization. Unfortunately, the lack of large
congregation places ca detract from the cohesion of
the company in favor of the individual.
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Stakeholder (EU)

Stakeholder (US)

Contemporary

Gruner and Jahr | Hamburg, Germany | Steidle and
Kiessler | 1985
The European office model rebels from the egalitarian
goals of the Burolandschaft to the egalitarian goals
that arise from owner-occupied input. Concerns
of views, ventilation, privacy, and equality, intend to
create a “good” environment for the employees. The
Wainwright plan is essentially altered and expanded
into a system of narrow buildings with double loaded
corridors around courtyards. Lower levels however,
provided larger public spaces for group gathering. As
it turns out, too much input from too many people
results in monotony.

Citibank Headquarters | Canary Wharf, UK |
Foster and Partners | 1996-2000
The American office building, in contrast, continues
to be concerned with satisfying developers,
stockholders, and efficiency models. The Taylorist
model is expanded to take advantage of very deep
floor plans. Monotonous cubicles permanently
fill the space, never taking advantage of the
“flexibility” they supposedly promote. Emphasis
is on supervision and interaction. Rented out to
occupants, the building design fails to take them into
consideration. This leads to office parks of unhappy
employees.

Villa Vpro | Hilversum, Holland | MVRDV | 199397
The new office building for Villa Vpro merges the
Burolandschaft and Bank of England techniques. A
neighborhood of offices inhabit the landscape of
the deep plan. Blurring interior and exterior with
significant voids, the deep plan fells porous.
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We can summarize the majority of the preceding models in two
categories: the cellular office and the open plan. In both conditions,
however, when the office is closed, the building sits empty - a massive
sleeping safe storing empty space and support supplies.
The Cellular Office
Each employee has a room for himself and his work supplies. When
he leaves the office, the room is locked up, serving as a giant storage
space for his few belongings. Offices may be organized in any
format, but typically align with a corridor or the perimeter of the
building, preventing natural light from accessing the building’s interior
gathering spaces. Space is claimed by or allocated to the individual.
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The Open Plan Office
Work supplies and support services are stored compactly in cores,
separate from their communal users. Employees tethered to the same
storage core freely occupy an unobstructed work plane dotted with
desks and tables or gridded with cubicles. When space is unoccupied
by one group, it can be used by another. Space is communal / shared.
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Technology Changes Office Culture
The disposable office, virtual office, and casual office have evolved
in response to our recent technology and leisure-driven culture.
Allowing employees significant autonomy, flexibility, and freedoms,
these models seek to reap creative benefits from the added liberties
of their business structures. Allowing employees to come and go
as they please, do what they like, and edit their environment to
fit their needs, these typologies show an increased confidence in
employees’ productivity, self-sufficiency, and aptitude than before.
This entrusted self-direction is more closely aligned with the culture
of a startup or small business.

Images opposite page from left to right:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. “Celebrating
the History of Building 20.” 2 March 1998. Web.
Fall 2012. <http://libraries.mit.edu/archives/
mithistory/building20/index.html>.
Caruso St John Architects. “History of the Office.”
New National Office. Caruso St John Architects.
Web. Fall 2012. <http://www.carusostjohn.com/
media/artscouncil/history/origins/index.html>.
Clive Wilkinson Architects. “TBWA\Chiat\Day.”
Clive Wilkinson Architects. Web. Fall 2012. <http://
www.clivewilkinson.com/work/tbwacd_la.html>.
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The Disposable Office

Building 20 / Radiation Laboratory at MIT |
Cambridge MA | George McCreery of McCreery &
Theriault | 1943
Building 20 is originally designed as a temporary
structure to accommodate increasing research
demands during World War II. Standing until 1998,
many of the most innovative inventions in its 50
years originate here. Its disposable aesthetic and
materiality encourage its occupants to do whatever
is needed to the building to get their job done. It
isn’t precious – productively so.

The Virtual Office

British Telecom Offices | Stockley Park, UK |
DEGW (fit-out) | 1996
The advances in technology in the 1990’s provide
the opportunity for employees to work remotely.
“Hot desking,” develops in response, allowing
workers to commute to work three times a week
instead of five. Desks and workspace are shared
amongst employees, who store personal effects
in lockers, balancing out fluctuations in population.
The building design is focused on hierarchy, division,
and community, but is still Taylorist and involved,
little user input.

The Casual Office

TBWA/Chiat/Day Offices | Los Angeles, CA | Clive
Wilkinson Architects | 1997
An alternative office model arises out of the dot
com boom in Silicon Valley. Encouraging workers
to spend longer hours at the office, the casual office
incorporates places of play and relaxation with
highly personalized work space. Often open 24/7,
it allows for very flexible work schedules facilitating
employee’s creativity and significantly down playing
any concern for supervision. Typically, such offices
are located centrally in the city.
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Architectures of Variety and Choice
The Public Pépinière will serve a variety of unknown future
endeavours.

Several

Ultimate Ephemerality

projects and proposals have tackled the

support of disparate, unidentifiable, and ephemeral operations, but
few have been realized and implemented. Technology, collections,
moving parts, and modular components have been proposed as
solutions. Though the cubicle system offered similar promises for
the office building, exploratory entrepreneurial, art, and leisure
oriented programs benefit more from having accessible alternatives.
Additionally, their less static routines allow time for the agility and
acrobatics involved in reshuffling and appropriating the architecture.

Fun Palace | mobile (unbuilt) | Cedric Price | 1961
Designed in response to the increased leisure time
of the 1960’s, several of Cedric Price’s projects aim
to activate the public through architecture. By
implementing advances in technology, his structures
can be easily altered by their users. If the users
aren’t manipulating the space enough, the building
will change itself, forcing them to rethink their
surroundings. Everything about the Fun Palace is
mobile and transient. Nothing is permanent. It
is designed to sit on a location in London for ten
years. Afterwards, it will move to activate another
community.
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A Little Bit of Everything
=

Re-configuration

Switch-out

>

+ + + +
+ + + +

Munch Museum | Oslo, Norway (unbuilt) | REX |
2009
Rather than choose one layout typology for the
Munch Museum galleries, REX proposes a collection
of various autonomous layouts, linked together. This
way, artists and curators have more choice over the
environment of their exhibitions. An argument for
variety over cohesion, galleries can be linked for
larger shows or closed off for smaller ones. A little
bit of everything is better than a lot of one thing.

Wyle Theatre | Dallas, TX | REX + OMA | 2010
The design for the new Wyle Theatre building
allows the seats, stage, and partitions of the theater
to move around in three dimensions. Extending
the “black box” through the skin of the building, it
opens the performance to the city. The company
can easily rearrange the configuration for different
shows or hold multiple shows at once. The mobility
and modularity of its design makes the promises of
the cubicle relevant and beneficial to the company
and its audience.

BMW Guggenheim Labs | Mobile, originally installed
in New York City, NY | Atelier Bow Wow| 2011
A rigid, open air structure carries floating boxes that
hold support infrastructure for temporary events.
Designed as the home for a discussion forum
on urban issues around the world, the structure
holds myriad events in a tiny space. When tables
and chairs aren’t needed, they’re boxed, lifted, and
switched out for bleachers and podiums. Empty
boxes remain lofted, freeing valuable square footage
below. By compacting all of the building’s accessories
and storing them overhead, the initiative can take
full advantage of the free space below. All the
unnecessary obstacles stay out of the way, but just
out of reach.
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Public Pépinières

While most American startup incubators have more or less followed
the virtual office typology (simply renting out offices, desks, and
sometimes equipment and advice), many European art, community,
and social organizations (including incubators) have taken a more
open, public approach to the use and allocation of their space. These
offer examples of solutions to blurring the public-private divide.
El Campo de Cebado
A couple of blocks from Madrid’s Plaza Mayor, there is massive,
fenced hole in the ground on a site that has served the public for
centuries. Most recently, the site was home to a public aquatic
center that was demolished in 2010 in preparation for new facilities.
When the economy crashed however, only the hole remained. It
has yet to be formally filled.
In the meantime, a nonprofit organization formed to take over
management of the property. Completely open air and partially
divided by a long ramp, large, free community events and initiatives
are held in the space. The collective cooperative schedules the
space’s use, juggling coordination of events and access. Typically the
space operates as a whole, though it may be differentiated. It is
accessible to an event for a a predetermined period of time. When
it’s not occupied, it’s locked up.

30

Opposite page: Plan and section sketches of
the evolution of the site over time. | Campo de
Cebada. “Historia de la Plaza.” El Campo de Cebada.
Accessed Spring 2012. <http://elcampodecebada.
org/?page_id=33>.
This page: Images of El Campo in occupation.
| Campo de Cebada Flickr Account. Web.
Spring 2012. < http://www.flickr.com/photos/
campodecebada>.
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La Tabaclera de Lavapies
An abandoned tobacco factory in Madrid, Spain houses another
large informal social center. Highly differentiated cells for transient
occupation are leased out by simply signing out a block on the public
pin board calendar at the entrance and double-checking with the
collective. Each user temporarily redefines the architecture for his
needs, rigging it to the best of his ability. Certain spaces (like a
kitchen and a wood shop) have their activities more permanently
assigned due to the nature of the equipment they hold. Otherwise,
everything is in constant flux. Spaces are pushed to their limits and
events are re-conceptualized in negotiation.
There is a constant, productive friction at La Tabaclera. Occupants
and visitors walk from one space directly into the next, with no
differentiation of circulation space from occupied space. You never
know what’s around the corner until you make the turn. You never
know who you’ll meet or what impact your neighbors’ activities will
have on your own. (Maybe you’ll argue. Maybe you’ll team up to
collaborate.) With little exception, it’s always a surprise. It’s always
open. Everything is up for grabs. All the time.

This page: The calendar pin board at the main
entrance. | Photograph by the author | Spring 2012.
Opposite page: Images of various spaces at La
Tabaclera. | Tabaclera Lavapies Flickr Account.
Web. Spring 2012. <http://www.flickr.com/photos/
tabacaleralavapies/>.
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Le 104
Le 104 is a formalized incubator for arts, social, and urban initiatives

spaces are used for large public gatherings, small exhibitions, and

in Paris, France. The art-focused nonprofit funds creatives, musicians,

general occupation by the community.

entrepreneurs, and researchers, providing them with personal

practice, and artists stage exhibitions in the spaces not currently

workspace, resources, contacts, and exhibition space. Workshops,

allocated to formal events. Small restaurants, retail shops, a day-care,

studios, and offices are located within the original buildings of the

and a library support the activities of the chosen fellows. Private

casket manufacturing plant, mainly on the second floors and in the

performance halls, practice rooms, and communal workshops are

basement. Security personnel and keys regulate access to these

also at their disposal. An expansive elevator-like system moves

spaces. The voids between the old structures are bridged with new

work, machinery, and people vertically through the campus. The

roofs, creating a double crossed “T” of large public halls. These

floor is inlaid with channels and wiring for ad hoc and spontaneous

Children dance, bands

appropriation.

This page: One of the main halls,
showing the basement gallery below,
with studios and workshops called out
in red.
Opposite page: Images of the public
halls at Le 104. | Photographs by the
author with the exception of the first
row and the second from the left on
the second row, | Le 104. Le Centquatre
Paris. Web. Spring 2012. <http://
www.104.fr>.
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Program Analysis
Program
Le 104 has the most structured delineation of spaces and activities
and is most similar to the type of institution intended for New
Orleans. Using its program as a starting point, the spatial and
structural requirements of the proposed Pépinière become more
clear. They are adjusted as appropriate for the smaller, Cajun city.
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Gradients
Instead of accepting the room requirements, we can break down

Though a particular program is likely to have a unique set of

the characteristics that allow the spaces to support their designated

gradients, certain qualities and conditions may be common to

functions. We can use these productive juxtapositions of gradients of

disparate programs, such that one program may have several gradient

qualitative conditions as a technique for understanding programmatic

similarities with others. The resulting overlaps, gaps, and ambiguities

requirements and generating architecture.

are the places of unknown and unexpected potential that can be
exploited, allowing us to break free from typical conceptualizations
of office space.
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of the environments they provide.
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By dissecting programs this way, we shift our focus from the

on a door or prescribed social norms). Inhabitation of architecture

programs themselves and their standard predefined definitions,

gives up being determined to become interactive. People decide

to the architectural conditions that make one space preferable to

what to do and where based on the conditions provided. The

particular activities and events over others. This reveals how spaces

building’s use is discovered, not assigned.

encourage certain behaviors, encounters, and reactions in response
to and as a result of their architecture (rather than because of a sign

Regrouping the programs by their
qualitative conditions reveals six main
types of spaces.
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Occupation
Importantly, whereas most office and commercial spaces maintain a
routine schedule, the Public Pépinière will have to work on a 24/7
schedule in order to serve its startup clientele and indulge New
Orleans’ tourists. This presents an opportunity to advance the office
typology. Typical office buildings sit unoccupied for three-quarters
of the day. A 24/7 schedule allows the building to be occupied and
activated for more time as fellows and passersby switch out. When
one startup isn’t using a space, another can take its place. Space and
time are up for grabs.

am
12:00
pm

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Continuous time diagram showing typical hours of
occupation of office buildings over one week.
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am
12:00
pm

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Continuous time diagram showing a possible 24/7
occupation pattern of a public startup incubator
over one week. Each color is transparent and
represents a different user or group. Blended
colors represent denser occupation. Some users
may keep a regular schedule. Others may work
sporadically or part-time.
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The Proposal
The Collapsible Office
For the institution to operate effectively, while being permeable to
more people and accessible for more time, the startups must feel
that they maintain control of their privacy, belongings and ideas. This
preferences cellular offices, since they can be locked up individually.
Unfortunately, the static cellular plan is very wasteful of space and
less inviting to the leisurely wandering public than the open plan
office. Thresholds and hallways are not welcoming.
By collapsing workspace and tightening the office shell around just
the work supplies, the negative space occupied by one startup can
be given to another innovator in his absence. The walls of each
office shell multi-task as the storage system, furniture, boundaries,
and billboard for its startup. Instead of renting desk time or being
allocated an office, entrepreneurs choose compatible box halves and
customize them to meet their needs. Depending on the user, the
institution may charge for each box or donate a box to its sponsored
fellows.
The entrepreneur opens or closes his office space as most beneficial
to him. When working or displaying, it’s open.

When he goes

home, it’s closed. Its open walls claim his floor space – his territory
– and surrender it for others when he leaves.
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The collapsible office lets its occupants open and
close it freely. They use its walls to delineate space,
to store their things, and to display their wares.
The separation of the walls designates the level of
porosity of the startup while facilitating negotiation,
coordination, and sharing of space with other
startups.
When the incubator is crowded, startups negotiate
space divisions accordingly. When most of the
occupants go home, the space is up for grabs by
those who stay.
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Five main box sizes are available for customizing: two small chests
and three widths of eight-foot tall box-halves. Each startup chooses
a chest or box pairs to facilitate their work needs. The pairs lock
together for storage but each halve is self supported, so they can
easily be rearranged and moved about.

Template box sizes and configurations.
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Box pair and triple deployment diagrams.
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The Storage Cores
Putting the box halves on wheels, they become mobile. Fellows
claim as much or as little space as needed, where ever they choose.
When an office isn’t deployed, it’s housed on a core system of storage
elevators and conveyors that facilitate retrieval and relocation of the
collapsible workspace. Storing the boxes clears the floor. Having
space up for grabs demands increased density. Arriving occupants
claim the floor, filling the void.
Given the volatile nature of startups, this is beneficial to the Pépinière.
Supporting additional creatives helps to balance the failures with the
successes. More fellows mean more distractions for tourists.
More tourists mean more feedback, more sales, and more revenue
for the startups and the incubator.

Mobile collapsible offices.
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Stored collapsible offices, free floor.

Stored collapsible offices, occupied floor.
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The cores essentially combine the technology of urban parking

Each elevator core supports an average of twenty-eight boxes, each

elevators and dry-cleaning conveyor systems. The cores readily

long conveyor hangs twenty-four average, and each short conveyor

make the mobile offices accessible to four floors, acting as a vertical

holds about seven. The Pépinière has a capacity to serve about

mediator between spatial conditions. The heavy structure required to

four-hundred seventy-two startups at a time, depending on the sizes

support the system facilitates differentiation of structural conditions

of the boxes the residents select. Fluctuations in their schedules

on other levels. This variability helps determine the architectural

determine how crowded or empty the building is at any time, and

conditions and, in turn, the appropriation of the space.

what the attractions are.

The storage cores are wrapped in glass to seclude
the moving parts, without detracting from their
spectacle. When a box is requested, the system
delivers it to the correct floor, and it’s ready to go.
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Ultimately, this system can be used to rehabilitate buildings and sites
elsewhere. Plugging in a storage core, owners and occupants can
experiment with different modes of inhabiting a building or a site.
The existing conditions inform the appropriations of the occupants,
who are free to move about unless they decide to settle.

When no longer needed, boxes are closed up and
pushed back onto the core system on the level
where it was being used. This is also used to relocate
offices between floor for different types and stages
of work. If a startup is closing shop temporarily (say,
for vacation), the office is moved to the more passive
conveyor system on the third floor.
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The Site and the Section
The occupation modes of the public and the startups require
separation of their spaces, but the goal of the institution demands
easy accessibility to thinking, working, critiquing, and exhibition
spaces.
Each floor provides a different environment, anchored by site
conditions.

The first floor’s street access caters to areas for

manufacturing and invited critiques or classes. The second floor is
the public level. Anchored by views of the river across the flood
wall, it is easily accessed by wide exterior stairs and verandahs from
the street or through the corner performance space, when it’s not
formally in use. The third floor rests in the building’s main structure.
The tight spaces and low ceilings provide a private, intimate space
comfortable for office work and meetings. The fourth floor, with its
access to the roof patio and proximity to ample light sources affords
as a more informal workspace.
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Right: Longitudinal (parallel to river)
section diagram showing site anchors
and structural/spatial conditions on each
level.
Below: Transverse and longitudinal
building conditions diagrams.

Semi-public partitioned space
Private manufacturing

Public, clear span entry,
gathering, and exhibition space

Heavily structured, small spaces

Private free plan workspace

Cafe space

Storage

Storage core and structure
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With the site helping define the conditions of each level, the storage
core acts as the main structure and mediator among activities and
populations. The layer cake of conditions restricts access to private
and semi-private levels, but grated catwalks surrounding the cores
and double height conditions provide some transparency between
floors. Activating the elevator system to vertically relocate one’s
workspace, the institution’s residents engage levels with amenities
appropriate to their current ambitions. The startups, fellows, and
creators relocate to inhabit the floor of their choosing, taking their
offices along with them. The characteristics of each level help shape
the meaning of the office and determine its current application.
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Site plan and section.
0

48’ 96’

192’
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The Building
The First Floor: Making and Reviewing
The first floor, directly on the street acts as the entrance to the second
floor public level through a large informal performance space. When
in use, the large performance space activates a quiet side street while
large exterior stairs serve as the primary entrance. Manufacturing
and equipment-heavy making spaces wrap the outside of the cores,
while the inside serves as partitioned pin up and review space for the
incubator’s clients. Invited visitors enter along Decatur street, while
service vehicles pass between the building and the flood wall.
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0

8’ 16’

32’

First floor plan.
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Dormant first floor. Cores not shown. Not to scale.
performance / lecture
pin up
manufacturing / making (fabrication shop, kitchen,
darkroom, printshop)

Storage, stair, and restroom core towers on site. Not to scale.
Decatur Street
flood wall
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Active first floor on site. Cores not shown. Not to scale.
deployed boxes
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The Second Floor: Showing and Selling
The second floor presents a direct view of the river beyond the
flood wall, pulling passersby up and deep into the building, activating
the whole floor plate. A long cafe space flanks the riverside facade,
allowing chefs to test their concoctions on a public that came for the
view. A catwalk over the manufacturing space gives visitors a glimpse
at the production process. Serving as the public interface level for
the exhibition and sale of projects ending a stage of development,
the main space is equip with service counters to help orient the
tourists who wander up. The entry verandahs on Decatur Street
invite people to watch the parades and daily street life of New
Orleans.
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Second floor plan.
0

8’ 16’

32’
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Dormant second floor. Cores not shown. Not to scale.
exhibition / retail
cafe
manufacturing overlook
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Active second floor. Cores not shown. Not to scale.
deployed boxes
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The Third Floor: Storing, Research, and Ideation
The third floor houses the building’s main structure. The veerendahl
trusses provide individual office and communal spaces riverside and
above the manufacturing hall.

Here, innovators can meet with

advisors or investors and musicians can practice in private. Office
boxes are used to complete room enclosures, mediating the level
of privacy of each space. Communal desks are also available for
quick and easy use. The main volume of the third floor is open to
below. A conveyor system hangs stored boxes in pratt trusses over
the exhibition space. The circulating boxes, lit from the fourth floor
light well, create a dynamic ceiling for the visiting public and mediate
the transparency through the building as a function of the building’s
current occupation. When more residents are working, the ceiling
conveyors are less crowded and the ceiling, less dense. When the
building is more dormant, the ceiling is more opaque.
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0

8’ 16’

32’

Third floor plan.
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Truss system aligns with floor and ceiling of third floor. Not to scale.

Dormant third floor. Cores not shown. Not to scale.
open workspace
enclosed workspace
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Active third floor. Cores not shown. Not to scale.
deployed boxes
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The Fourth Floor: Practicing and Iteration
The fourth floor sits above the truss system, allowing for higher ceiling
heights and an open plan. This is the main space of ideation and
development. Entrepreneurs and artists can deploy their workspace,
claiming floor space and negotiating with transient neighbors. A
massive light well looks down through the conveyor system to the
floors below. The level of transparency shifts with the ephemeral
occupation of the building. The storage cores puncture the roof line
with a clearstory and a glass roof. Sunlight permeates the building
at the cores and shines through the grated walkways around them
to the floors below. This level is the most lit and provides access to
the roof patio for easy breaks and fresh air.
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0

8’ 16’

32’

Fourth floor plan.
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Roof. Not to scale.

Dormant fourth floor. Cores not shown. Not to scale.
open workspace
roof patio
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Active fourth floor. Cores not shown. Not to scale.
deployed boxes

Truss system.

Fourth floor.

Roof.

Exploded screen facade system.

Exploded axon. Not to scale.
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Cores on site.

First Floor

Second floor.

Third floor.
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71

Not to scale

Decatur Street elevation. Wrapped in a system of
adjustable screens, startups personalize panels on the
facade to advertise their presence and events.
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73

Site looking south down Decatur Street.
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0 8’ 16’

32’

0 8’ 16’

32’

Decatur elevation.

Manufacturing elevation.
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0 8’ 16’

32’

0 8’ 16’

32’

Performance elevation.

Riverside elevation.
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0 3’

6’

12’

Section perspective through performance / entry space,
stored.
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79

0 3’

6’

12’

Section perspective through performance / entry space,
boxes deployed.
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81

0 8’ 16’

0 8’ 16’

32’

32’

Section through cafe, production spaces, and service
drive.

Section through light well.
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0 8’ 16’

32’

Section through manufacturing.
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Conclusion
Architecture’s Contribution
Rather than accept assumptions and standards about programs,
functionality, and efficiency, we should work to solve spatial
contemporary problems with spatial contemporary solutions. By
dissecting and rethinking a pro forma, we seek out opportunities
for innovation in the history of workspace and the program for the
Public Pépinière, we arrive at an unusual solution with unforeseen
benefits for the institution. We’re able to capitalize on and exploit
aspects of the incubator business normally overlooked.
Instead of accepting design as something that should be molded
to fit the business, culture, institution, or residents, we should use
architecture as an active contributor to the business model. The
spaces in which we operate affect how we operate. Reinventing our
spaces push us out of monotony, revealing opportunities ripe for
capitalization and improvement beyond the architecture itself.

Entry conditions, first
floor.
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Verandah entry.

Performance space entry..
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The Public Pépinière offers a business
model that negates the typical assumptions
about privacy, space, and time. Providing a
selection of qualitative conditions and making
offices mobile, it frees entrepreneurs to work

First floor.

wherever, whenever, and however they want
in one building, encouraging them to take
advantage of the amenities and populations
provided. The ability for ideation, prototyping,
critiquing, and exhibition to happen in one
institution eliminates the anxiety of having to
seek out a separate place to complete each.
The proximity but separation of the spaces
accelerates the cycle; the feedback loop
ensures more successful outcomes.

Reviewing.

This series of perspectives follows three startups’
(in color) use of the Pépinière as they occupy the
building. Grey scale figures represent other incubator
residents. Silhouetted figures represent tourists and
visitors.
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Teaching.

Making.
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The appropriation of the architecture of
the Public Pépinière ensures that the spaces
and conditions are stimulating beyond their
aesthetics. Requiring the occupants to choose,
interact with, negotiate, and manipulate
their offices and spaces, users learn about

Second floor.

themselves and each other as they learn
about the building. One’s application of the
architecture becomes as defining as one’s
voice or gait; it’s early branding for companies
still figuring themselves out. One person’s
solution influences another’s.

Modes of

appropriation are in conversation. The hustle
is productive. The tourists enjoy the show.

Displaying.
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Selling.

Performing.
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Planned Relevance
Architecture isn’t passive.

It shapes the

world we in which we live. Its form dictates
how we move, whom we meet, and how we
feel. Instead of submissively accepting that
programmatically functional requirements

Third floor.

will dictate our buildings, we should seek out
and create opportunities for architecture to
redefine our assumptions and contribute to
our experiences and our cities.
Shaping space is more influential and more
important than aesthetics alone. Its impact
cannot be surrendered. We must promote
architecture as an active participant in the
construction of our lives. We need space that
is stimulating, qualitative, and unexpected, so
that it encourages innovation, interaction and
creation in our lives.

Brainstorming.

90

Storing.

Collaborating.
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Subjectification
The world is in constant flux.

Instead of

designing spaces that do one thing perfectly,
we should aim for spaces that can do many
things well-enough – space intended for
appropriation and adaptive reuse. After all,

Fourth floor.

an object’s significance is ultimately tied to
its appropriation by and assimilation into the
culture and community it helps define.
If the contemporary accusation is that we
have “no need for architecture, [because]
we’ve got Facebook now,”12 perhaps we
should note what Facebook does, that
architecture does not: It allows people to
actively participate in their “own processes of
subjectification,”13 through their interactions
with and contributions to the virtual platform.

Gardner, Edwin. “No Need for Architecture,
We’ve Got Facebook Now.” Volume #19
Architecture of Hope (2009): 122.
12

Agamben, Giorgio. “What is an Apparatus?”
Nottetempo (2006): 24.
13

Producing.
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Relaxing.

Practicing.
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By liberating architecture to produce its own affects, the result is
more stimulating than aesthetic. This approach creates a place whose
functions are discovered and reinterpreted by its users, because it is
stimulating, qualitative, and unexpected. This effectively eliminates
the presumptions that accompany precise programming, allowing
users to discover and invent the architecture’s modes of application
for themselves.
By changing our approach to architecture, we can create a world in
which people contribute to one of the “means by which [they] create
[them]selves”14 – something that “[people] no longer do themselves”15

KatB Photography | | Mashable via Flickr | 2010

with architecture today.
As such, we should make architecture that “provoke[s] exploration
by and creative interaction with us, [so that we] discover novel ways
of using and responding to the building, [thereby] provoking the
discovery and development of aspects of ourselves.”16 Since “it would
be difficult, if not impossible to find an artifact, simple or complex,
that has not functioned in unanticipated ways” regardless, we should

14

build architecture that invites people to contribute their own fictions

15

to it.17

Buchanan.

Van Eyck, Aldo. “Place and Occasion.” Team 10
Primer (1968): 101.
16

Buchanan.

17

Anderson, 22.
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These imposed fictions will formulate the unexpected functions
that give depth, history, character, direction, and significance to the
project, attaching it to the people who inhabit it. This way, we
can fully acknowledge and take advantage of what architecture is
already – what Sraffa called an “instrument-object”18 and Foucault,
an “apparatus.”19 Since “we are [already] the subject as well as the
object of architecture,”20 and “it is impossible for the subject of an
apparatus to use it ‘in the right way’”21 regardless, this approach
reinvigorates architecture by giving some of its agency it back to the
people it affects.
“‘The children stood over the mirrors and made
secret discoveries they didn’t keep secret. so they
lost the mirrors...” 22 | Children’s Home | Amsterdam,
Holland | Aldo van Eyck | 1956-60.

18

Aureli, 35.

19

Agamben, 1-24.

20

Van Eyck, 101.

21

Agamben, 21.

Van Eyck, Aldo. “Commencement Address.” JAE
35.1 (Autumn 1981): 8.
22
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